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ABSTRACT 

Anishinaabe Storytelling for Coping and Adapting to Climate Change Impacts 

Janna Cutting        Advisor: 
University of Guelph,  2021      Dr. Thomas McIlwraith 

The global issue of climate change has been disproportionally affecting Indigenous and other 

marginalized more severely than settler communities. Current methods of addressing climate 

change impacts are regularly rooted in Western science, which often is not conducive to 

Indigenous ways of knowing. Issues such as adaptive capacity, the ongoing effects of settler 

colonialism and the undermining of Indigenous knowledge systems remain as barriers to 

addressing climate impacts. I make use of a scoping review to examine how Anishinaabe 

storytelling can be used to cope with and adapt to the impact of climate change in Anishinaabe 

communities. The scoping review outlines the importance of relationships, healing and resilience 

while addressing climate impacts. This project is also rooted in Two-Eyed Seeing and 

incorporates a visual presentation on Anishinaabe Storytelling and Anishinaabe Understandings 

of Nature and Climate Change.   
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WHO AM I?  
 
 Shé:kon, my name is Janna Cutting. I live in Guelph, ON and have ancestral roots in the 

Mohawks of Akwesasne. Akwesasne is a First Nation that lies on the settler-made borders of 

Canada and the United States. Akwesasne also straddles the provincial borders of Ontario and 

Quebéc. I am mixed Kanien'kéha (Mohawk) with Scottish, Irish and English heritage. I carry this 

connection to Akwesasne through my grandmother. My grandmother for a short time grew up in 

Akwesasne until her father passed, forcing her mother Konwasenekha to ask the church for work 

to support her family. She was then sent to live in Cambridge, Ontario, to care for a visually 

impaired man who lived alone. Konwasenekha eventually passed away when my grandmother 

was only seven, leaving her with no knowledge of the Mohawk language or her culture, just the 

stories and the songs she grew up listening to. Thankfully, my family has the support of aunts, 

uncles, and cousins who have passed their knowledge down to us. 

 Throughout my time in university, I have sought to learn more and since then, I have 

formed close relationships with members of the Indigenous community in Guelph. Since Guelph 

lies within Anishinaabe territory, many teachings that I know of come from Anishinaabe Elders. 

Throughout my life, I have developed a passion for nature, plants and waters. Recently, I have 

been receiving teachings about nature in the territories of the Chippewas of Nawash Unceded 

First Nation (near Wiarton, Ontario) and the Mississaugas of the Credit First Nation (in Guelph, 

Ontario). Throughout my undergraduate degree, I developed an interest in Anishinaabe 

storytelling throughout my studies. I noticed that storytelling is not just for entertainment but can 

also help share knowledge on important issues such as climate change. Therefore, this is the 

primary reason that this MRP focuses on Anishinaabe storytelling and experiences with climate 

change. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 The worldwide issue of climate change, an occurrence that creates long-term change in 

local, regional and global climates (NASA, 2020) disproportionally impacts Indigenous and 

marginalized populations because of their greater reliance on natural resources and the location 

of their communities (Wildcat, 2012:4). These impacts have devastating effects that present 

ecological and social challenges to communities which are even more prevalent when it affects 

those who primarily live off the land. Challenges may include the inability to travel on the land, 

perhaps due to a lack of ice or a flood. The decreased biodiversity and overall population of flora 

and fauna present a challenge to gather resources from the land, such as food, medicines or 

crafting materials (Nunavut Climate Change Centre, n.d.).  

 Today, an increased number of First Nation, Inuit and Métis live in urban spaces, but many 

live in rural or remote communities. Just under half of Indigenous populations live in 

communities with less than 30,000 inhabitants (Statistics Canada, 2016). For rural Indigenous 

peoples, climate change challenges may be more prevalent, particularly for coastal communities 

(Dolan & Walker, 2004:1316). Due to the smaller populations and often remote nature of such 

communities, lack of infrastructure and funding allow for more significant impacts from climate 

change processes. These harmful effects are compounded with Indigenous people’s 

marginalization in current-day Canada. Colonialism in particular, has left a legacy in which 

many Indigenous people have been “de-tongued” (Miner, 2013:317) and unable to speak their 

language, share their stories, and share their knowledge. Despite this de-tonguing, there has been 

a push back against the colonial legacy to re-story Canada's history, the story of Indigenous 

peoples and mobilize against injustice (Corntassel et al., 2009:19). 
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 When one thinks of storytelling, it may bring us back to when stories were told as a child. 

Storytelling for some, typically refers to the stories that a parent figure reads or recites from 

memory to a child before bedtime. Perhaps it may have been a teacher reading a story in a 

classroom surrounded by peers. Storytelling more broadly, is used in many areas of society, such 

as commercials, in business pitches or to teach students history through a textbook.   

 Storytelling in some places may look different than storytelling in a classroom in a small, 

Canadian town. In an Anishinaabe community not far from the town, storytelling may be similar 

in the sense that someone older or more experienced is telling you a story. Still, it may not be in 

a classroom or bed before sleeping. Instead, it may be with your family and friends who are 

gathered together to listen to stories.   

  Storytelling within Indigenous communities typically teach, guide and entertain people of 

all ages (Gross, 2014:162). What makes Indigenous storytelling different from Western 

conceptions of storytelling is its oral and changeable nature. For example, if a storyteller wanted 

to make a story more relevant to a listener, they may change the story to be more suitable to their 

age or cultural background (Darnell, 1989:335). A change in a story can help a listener better 

understand the lessons or takeaways from that story to use in their daily life. As the threat of 

climate change becomes more prevalent, I will examine how Indigenous, specifically 

Anishinaabe stories may be used or modified to support listeners in coping, understanding, or 

coming to terms with climate change impacts.  

 Throughout this MRP, these questions will guide my work:  
 

1.  What is the relationship between stories and the well-being of people and land?  

2.  What aspects of storytelling make it useful for coping with changes in the land? 

3.  Is storytelling an appropriate and accessible way to address the issue of climate change? 
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 Through the use of a scoping review, a broad collection of materials surrounding 

storytelling and climate change in Indigenous communities were collected as informed by 

Sucharew and Macaluso’s (2019) methodological framework. The issues of climate change 

within Anishinaabe and other Indigenous communities will be identified. Afterwards, I will 

outline the three key themes that arose from the material concerning how storytelling is used for 

adapting to climate change. After identifying the three key themes, they will be discussed in 

relation to the research questions provided above. A reflection will then be provided on this work 

and further considerations for advancing this research. 

 As mentioned, sources from other Indigenous communities will be collected as well. I have 

gathered sources on Inuit experiences with climate change as there is a research gap on 

Anishinaabe experiences of climate change impacts. Today, Inuit in the Arctic have been facing 

challenges of climate change such as loss of ice, melting permafrost and rising sea levels 

(Sakakibara, 2008:457). This has caused communities to move entire communities further inland 

and increasingly rely on imported food instead of hunting practices as fewer seals show up every 

year due to the lack of ice for them to rest on resulting in them drowning in the water (2008).  

These climatic impacts have resulted in poor nutrition, increased instances of suicide, reduced 

access to employment, and reduced cultural fulfillment (Durkalec et al, 2015 & Centre for 

Indigenous Environmental Resources, 2011). Upon completing background research for this 

Major Research Paper, I found that Inuit stories on climate change brought value and insight to 

this research. Therefore, I have included sources on Inuit experiences with climate change as 

well, recognizing that Inuit may have very different but still very valuable experiences with 

climate change than Anishinaabe communities.  
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TWO-EYED SEEING APPROACH  

 This MRP will aim to answer these questions in this written paper and through a visual 

infographic. The written portion of this MRP will be a formal academic version of this research. 

This will fulfill the academic requirements and act as a guide for the visual component. Both 

components will use Etuapmunk or “Two-Eyed Seeing” (Levac et al., 2018:7). Mi’kmaq Elder 

Albert Marshall described Two-Eyed Seeing as an approach to negotiating between Western 

knowledge and Indigenous knowledge without prioritizing either one. As well, both knowledges 

are used together for the benefit of knowledge creation (2018:7). My hope for creating two 

pieces, one written and one visual, is to use both systems' strengths as a decolonial approach to 

this research. 

 This research's visual component is a “Prezi” infographic which guides the reader through 

some of the critical content. Prezi is a software for presentations that uses movement and spatial 

relationships to help bring the presenter’s ideas to life (Prezi, 2020). Though I will not be orally 

presenting this piece, I created it as an infographic that connects with my MRP in an effort to 

decolonize the research. The Prezi is beneficial for those unfamiliar with Indigenous storytelling 

and Anishinaabe culture because videos, photos, charts and diagrams can be used to explain 

concepts and connections to the learner. The Prezi is written in a non-academic, accessible 

manner and references are done in a non-traditional way to not distract the reader from visual 

components. This Prezi is particularly useful for the research as the content does not have to be 

shown linearly. According to Williams and Snively, decolonized approaches to learning begin 

with a sacred circle and within this circle, lies the relationships between all things in the universe 

(2016:35). For the Prezi, the content is based around a medicine circle to show the connectedness 

that storytelling has with all parts of life such as seasons, language, teachings, or place. Including 
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a visual component that allows for this type of Indigenous approach to learning will speak to the 

interconnectedness that storytelling has with all parts of life and contribute to the decolonization 

of this research. In Figure 1 and 2, the frameworks of the Prezi’s are presented. The second Prezi 

guides the learner through a web while understanding Anishinaabe ways of knowing on the 

environment.  

 

 
Figure 2 Anishinaabe Understandings of Nature and Climate Change Prezi 

 I recognize that incorporating a Prezi presentation within a Major Research Paper is not a 

“norm” within academia. My hope for the inclusion of a Prezi within my research paper is to 

Figure 1 Anishinaabe Storytelling Prezi 
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promote different ways of presenting and understanding information that is rooted in Indigenous 

frameworks and understandings. Indigenous scholars have regularly critiqued the rigid and 

structured processes of presenting information within academia (Ray, 2016:364). Before 

attending graduate school, I was inspired by a student who beaded her doctoral thesis as a form 

of storytelling. As a form of Indigenous women’s knowledge and storytelling, beading is often 

seen as non-knowledge, subjective and as “artifacts” (2016:368). Unfortunately, I am not a 

skilled beader, nor do I have the ability to share Anishinaabe stories in this type of way. Instead, 

I used my recent infographic design training to create a Prezi that was inclusive of both 

Indigenous and Western knowledge systems, easily shareable and accessible to a wide range of 

audiences.  

 Indigenous knowledge systems are becoming widely known and used in academia and 

more specifically, in the sciences. Indigenous knowledge is defined as “broadly speaking…the 

body of historically constituted (emic) knowledge instrumental in the long-term adaptation of 

human groups to the biophysical environment” (Purcell, 1998:260). It must be noted that there is 

not one single Indigenous or Western knowledge system. Still, these broad terms are used as 

starting points to discuss the issues that arise when one system dominates another in a Canadian 

context (Levac et al., 2018:4). Indigenous knowledge systems typically emphasize knowledge 

that is metaphysical, holistic, oral/symbolic, relational, traditional and intergenerational (2018:4). 

Therefore, some information found in the Prezi or this paper may have been received as a 

teaching from an Elder or Knowledge Holder. In this case, I identify where and who this 

teaching is from, and the necessary context. 

 As the term “Indigenous” is a very broad, collective word for some of the first people to 

live on this land such as the First Nations, Métis and Inuit, I will generally be examining the 
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storytelling practices of the Anishinaabe. The benefit of focusing on one group is that I can 

attempt to avoid the homogenization of Indigenous folks into a monolith when in reality, these 

groups are very diverse. As mentioned, I include literature from different groups in Canada such 

as the Inuit and other groups worldwide as they may include experiences relevant to the broader 

topics of storytelling and climate change.  

 Another aspect of delving into the use of Indigenous knowledge is the recognition that 

some groups, or individuals who are being affected by the past and continuing impacts of 

colonization, may not be able to access such knowledge. The Canadian government made efforts 

within the last century to assimilate Indigenous folks into settler society such as the Sixties 

Scoop and residential schools. Indigenous folks who no longer have a relationship to their land, 

community or language may not have access to such knowledge to address the colonial impacts 

that may have affected them. Therefore, this research contributes to the protection and 

revitalization of Indigenous knowledge for those who have unjustly lost that knowledge because 

of colonization.  

BACKGROUND ON ANISHINAABE PEOPLES 

Anishinaabe is a collective term for the Ojibway (Chippewas), Potawatomi, and Odawa 

nations who share similar cultures and language (Anishinabek Nation, n.d.). Some sources 

suggest other groups such as the Ottawa, Algonquin, Salteaux, Mississauga, Nipissing and Oji-

Cree communities are included in this collective term (World Atlas, n.d.). The Anishinaabe 

territory spans from Southern Ontario, the Northern States, Northern Ontario and Manitoba (see 

Figure 1). The territory the Anishinaabe live on spans borders, ecosystems and lakes making its 

landscape very diverse. Lake Superior, known in Anshinaabemowin as Ke-che-gumme, is 

considered the center of the nation and has been called the “Great Lake of the Ojibways” 
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(Copway, 2014:77). According to Copway, the lakes of Anishinaabekiing (the land of the 

Anishinaabe) all have stories to tell. Still, Lake Superior is “superior” to any other lake because 

so many different communities rely on it (2014:77). 

 

Figure 3: Current Anishinaabe communities in North America (Anishinaabek Nation, n.d.) 

The Anishinaabe speak Anishinaabemowin with around 36,000 speakers today (Hele, 

2020). Due to colonization, it is currently an endangered language, but revitalization efforts are 

occurring. Today, English is the most widely spoken language in Anishinaabe territory. 

The Anishinaabe has independent bands that share similar cultures and traditions. Each 

band typically has a chief and their surrounding territories. Bands are split into clans, often with 

a few in each band. Clans are typically patrilineal and totem-based. For example, some clans are 

based on animals such as bears, turtles or wolves. Prior to colonization, clan members were not 

allowed to marry those within the same clan as those within the same clan were seen as close 

family (Bishop et al., 2019).  

Before settler contact, Anishinaabe sustained themselves through hunting, fishing and 

gathering. Many groups moved between different areas for these practices and lived in 

wiigwams, temporary houses made of birchbark and other types of wood. Some of the most 
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common foods harvested include maple sugar and wild rice (Bishop et al., 2019). There also 

existed a trading system in which goods were traded all across North America (Le Dressay et al., 

2013:109). The Anishinaabe specialized in practices such as hunting beaver and agriculture. 

Following settler contact, horses also became part of the trade system to patrol hunting traps 

efficiently (2013:123).  

In the post-European contact era, Anishinaabe held a significant role in the European fur 

trade in the mid-17th century. Furs were traded with other Indigenous nations further west in 

Canada. The fur trade expansion drew Anishinaabe communities more north towards Hudson’s 

Bay and west toward the Prairies (Bishop et al., 2019). As a result of government policies, 

Anishinaabe were then primarily living in reserve communities. There was a decline in 

traditional ways of life with hunting, fishing and gathering due to land loss and the dependence 

on wage labour and government assistance (Bishop et al., 2019). The residential schools further 

exacerbated this loss of subsistence knowledge.  

ANISHINAABE & INDIGENOUS STORYTELLING: AN OVERVIEW 

 As discussed in the introduction of this paper, storytelling occurs in a variety of contexts. 

Though storytelling practices can vary between different cultures, generally it has been practiced 

for many years in every culture (Datta, 2018:37). Storytelling practices have also transformed 

throughout time, transferring information from one person to the next through folktales, songs, 

chants or artifacts which also vary by culture (2018:37). The essential component of storytelling 

discussed throughout this paper is that stories are not written down and are recited orally, usually 

from memory. 

 Storytelling in an Indigenous context is based on the lands that one lives on. Nuu-Chah-

Nuth Elders consider their histories or haa-huu-pah, when told to younger generations, to 
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solidify their ancestral and contemporary connections to the land they live on (Corntassel et al., 

2009:2). A way in which haa-huu-pah differs from the more Westernized idea of storytelling is 

that these stories enforce Indigenous governance systems in their context (2009:2). An essential 

component to Indigenous storytelling is the passing down of knowledge to younger generations. 

As Abram describes it, “Spoken stories [are] the living encyclopedias of our oral ancestors, 

dynamic and lyrical compendiums of practical knowledge” (2011:9). Perhaps one of the less 

considered aspects of storytelling when it is thought of today, is its connection to the place that 

the story is told. 

  Furthermore, Indigenous storytelling methods generally have the goal of teaching and 

educating others and entertainment. Increasingly, storytelling is being used in school systems to 

teach children lessons. Some teachers, often from non-Indigenous communities, learn from 

Elders the benefits of using storytelling in the classroom (Davis, 2014:85). In the Prezi, I outline 

how storytelling can be used to pass on the Seven Grandfather Teachings. These teachings are 

values that the Anishinaabe live by to have a good life.  

The storytelling method is effective due to the relationship created between the teller and 

the listener (Davis, 2014:85). The physicality of storytelling also makes it effective. According to 

Davis, the informal nature of storytelling occurrences allows listeners to relax and get 

Figure 4 Anishinaabe Grandfather Teachings 
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comfortable. The acceptance of becoming comfortable in these settings opposes the often-

uncomfortable nature of a classroom, in which children do not learn as effectively. It is not 

enough for a teller to just recite a story. Storytelling requires expert use of voice, body 

expression, facial expression and intonation to capture their listeners (Datta, 2018:37). Overall, it 

can be said that storytelling is not just a mental or emotional experience, but it also has physical 

aspects for both the teller and the listener. 

 There is minimal information on Anishinaabe specific practices of storytelling but for the 

Anishinaabe, storytelling is typically used to tell their story of creation, history or teach Mino 

Bimaadiziwin, which is how to “have a good life” (Grover, 2014). Stories in an Anishinaabe 

context are usually shared in Anishinaabemowin, though stories are more frequently told in 

English due to language barriers. The Anishinaabe stories that are told are traditionally told by 

season. The winter season for the Anishinaabe is also known as the storytelling season. 

Historically, but likely less so now today, stories were primarily told during the winter because 

everyone would have been occupied with hunting and harvesting practices throughout the other 

months. The long nights of winter and the lack of work allowed for stories to be told more 

regularly. 

 To learn more about storytelling, click on the Prezi below.  

Figure 5 Prezi for The Story of Anishinaabe Storytelling 
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CLIMATE CHANGE: AN INDIGENOUS PERSPECTIVE  

To understand how Anishinaabe perceive the issue of climate change, first it is necessary 

to understand how nature is conceptualized within their contexts. As many Indigenous nations 

are within rural and remote areas, many lead lives engrained within the land and nature. In 

addition, many Indigenous peoples hold a way of knowing the natural world that differs from 

Western science. Indigenous ways of knowing are informed by a close relationship with land and 

nature known as Traditional Ecological Knowledge (TEK). The Anishinaabe equivalent is 

known as Anishinaabe Environmental Knowledge (AEK) (McGregor, 2012:78). 

As discussed by Williams, “…the idea of nature contains an extraordinary amount of 

human history” (1980:71). As well, the idea of nature has been personified throughout human 

history. These understandings of nature are also seen Anishinaabe ways of knowing. Nature or 

land is often referred to as “Mother Earth” in an Anishinaabe context with an idea that there 

exists a relationship with Mother Earth and with all other beings (Wall-Kimmerer, 2012:60). 

This holistic and relational understanding of nature recognizes the earth as a living entity, rather 

than a machine. The relationship with Mother Earth is a reciprocal relationship in which all being 

have responsibilities (2012:72). Indigenous understandings of nature do not subscribe to the idea 

that humans are abstracted to nature, in which Williams describes as a process where humans 

saw themselves separate from nature in order to understand how nature “worked” (1980:77). 

The Anishinaabe word for land (or nature) is Anishinaabewakiing. As seen in this word, 

Anishinaabe are included in this understanding of nature and this includes their culture and 

history (Noodin, 2017:248). The distinction between Western understandings of nature and 

Anishinaabe understandings is best expressed by Noodin:  
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Anishinaabe people possess a fundamentally different view of the relationship 

between human beings and their surroundings, one that is based on a philosophy that 

simultaneously promotes the integrity of the environment and the well-being of those 

who reside there. Above all, that philosophy is based on the principle that the plants, 

animals, and minerals, which coexist with humankind, must be treated with the utmost 

respect (2017:249). 

Seen throughout this section, Anishinaabe understandings of nature is based on embodied 

knowledge of the land. By seeing the earth as a living being rather than a machine develops 

compassion, reciprocity and connectedness to nature. These understandings also demonstrate that 

humans are not separate from nature and includes our culture and history.  

Anishinaabe understandings of climate change is based on understandings of nature. So, 

Anishinaabe understandings of climate change is local scale. Knowledge of the Great Lakes area 

by Anishinaabe have been collected and passed on to younger generations for thousands of 

years. Situated knowledges are useful within climate change science as Indigenous communities 

can develop data and information based on lived experience, observation and a millennia of 

knowledge passed down from ancestors (Alexander et al. 2011: 479). Understandings of climate 

change are also predicated on natural law. If 

relationships with the land and beings are not respected, 

there are consequences that will occur that can be 

compared to the impacts of climate change (Borrows, 

2019:20). 

As described by O’Reilly, climate science uses a 

global scale “because it is the scale of the model” 
Figure 6 Western Understanding of Climate 
from Prezi 
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(2013:66), referring to the global nature of climate change. Seen in academic studies of climate 

change and even within popular media, climate change is seen as an increase in global 

temperature or a change in the pH of the ocean (Batterbury, 2008:62-63). Climate change is 

widely understood in units of change as seen above. These global scale assessments based in 

Western science. Batterbury calls for a documentation of Indigenous perspectives that is 

representative of local-scale perspectives (2008:64). To learn more about Anishinaabe 

understandings of nature and climate change, see the Prezi below.  

 

Figure 7 Anishinaabe understandings of nature and climate change Prezi 

CONNECTING STORYTELLING AND CLIMATE CHANGE 

 Connections between storytelling and climate change impacts have been made by scholars 

previously. Sakakibara, for example conducted their fieldwork in Point Hope on the Northern 

coast of Alaska in an Iñupiat community. The community was forced to replace their home 

because the rising sea levels drowned their old, ancestral homes. Through a geographical lens, 

Sakakibara conducted interviews with community members to understand how they cope with 

their former home's loss, which is now underwater. Sakakibara found that through the use of 

storytelling, community members could reminisce on or grieve their former home and curate 

new stories about living in the tundra, which was initially known to be the home of ghosts and 
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other mystical creatures (2008). Sakakibara observed that the community could change their 

stories which allowed them to mourn the loss of their homes and heal.  

 Daigle et al. have also connected storytelling practices to ecological change and how 

storytelling can become a tool for adaption and resilience to such changes (2019). It is suggested 

that for the Wabanaki, storytelling can increase engagement among different generations on how 

to form relationships with nature. Not only is there a fear of climate change within this 

community, but the lack of knowledge that younger people have about the natural world remains 

a barrier to forming relationships with nature through storytelling practices. 

METHODS 

Scoping Review 
 

To examine the relationship between climate change and Indigenous storytelling, I 

completed a scoping review of the available literature. Following Sucharew and Macaluso’s 

(2019) methodological framework for a scoping review, I collected my sources. The 

methodological framework is as follows: 

 Step 1: Identify the research question – The following questions will guide my work:  
 

1.  What is the relationship between stories and the well-being of people and land?  

2.  What aspects of storytelling make it useful for coping with changes in the land? 

3.  Is storytelling an appropriate and accessible way to address the issue of climate 

change? 

 Step 2: Identify relevant studies —I began this process by completing a thorough search for 

relevant studies. I used a broad scope to search for source material in the University of Guelph 

Library and Omni databases. Then, I extended my search to reference lists, journal searches, 

Google searches and gray literature (2019). The source material needed to include a connection 
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between Indigenous knowledge and climate change or land loss, though I did include sources 

that only connected to one of these categories. The material is in the form of journal articles, 

chapters of books, ethnographies and organizational reports and only sources that were in 

English were selected. My keywords for this search of relevant material will be a combination of 

ten keywords: Anishinaabe, Inuit, Indigenous storytelling, Indigenous knowledge, traditional 

ecological knowledge, climate change, land loss, ecological change and climate adaptation. I 

combined each keyword that comprises an Indigenous group to each of the following keywords 

after. The sources that were chosen following the search were added to the citation manager 

Mendeley.  

 Step 3: Study selection— Though this study focuses on the Anishinaabe context, the 

literature on various Indigenous groups worldwide will be included in this study as other 

Indigenous groups' experiences with climate impacts may be relevant and valuable. I prioritized 

source material on Anishinaabe groups and then extended my search to include populations 

currently coping with climate impacts, including Inuit and other groups that arise in the review. 

The Inuit are Indigenous peoples of the Arctic in Canada, the United States, Russia and 

Greenland currently dealing with land loss due to rising sea levels and melting ice.  

 Step 4: Chart the data— These sources were entered into NVivo to be coded. To start, I re-

familiarized myself with the literature that I have selected (Erlingsson & Brysiewicz, 2017). 

Codes were then developed deductively based upon my previous knowledge of the topic and if 

they relate to my research questions and current knowledge upon re-reading the material (2017). 

The codes reflected my primary research questions on stories, well-being, land and climate 

change. Then, I categorized and defined general themes to ensure consistency in the codes. 

Following, I used the created codes to search for other units in the content classified with a 
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particular code. By the end of this process, I had a list of codes that I used to start addressing my 

research question.  

A combination of keywords in the search was used, including Anishinaabe, Inuit, 

Indigenous storytelling, Indigenous knowledge, traditional ecological knowledge, climate 

change, land loss, ecological change and climate adaptation. A manual approach was utilized for 

source collection. Via the University of Guelph’s library + Omni search and Google searches, I 

collected sources that included the keywords in their title, abstract or keywords. As well, I used a 

filter that would show sources that were only available online. I continued the search until I 

received results that were no longer relevant to the keywords. The articles were added into a 

citation manager in a specific “scoping review folder”. They were kept here until I did the 

second round of screening.  

For the second round of screening, the articles were read and if they were still relevant to 

my research questions, they were moved to NVivo and deductively coded. The codes that I used 

included Storytelling and Land, Storytelling Change, Impact to Wellbeing and Appropriateness 

to Storytelling. Further, I coded whether the article I was reading was focused on Anishinaabe, 

Inuit or another Indigenous group for organizational purposes. 

Limitations 
 
 Research with Indigenous peoples has been and occasionally continues to be a colonizing 

process. This is especially apparent within the discipline of Anthropology. “The ethnographic 

‘gaze’ of anthropology has collected, classified and represented other cultures to the extent that 

anthropologists are often the academics popularly perceived by the [I]ndigenous world as the 

epitome of all that is bad with academics” (Tuhiwai-Smith, 2012:67). As an Indigenous student 

in Anthropology, I am heavily aware of this tension and distrust among researchers in 
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Indigenous communities. As mentioned, I take an approach that of not using Elder’s teachings 

unless I have permission. I also did not use sources that do not explicitly say they have 

permission that this knowledge can be made public from an Elder or knowledge keeper.  

Since this method is a scoping review, the majority of resources are text-based. To 

address this reality that many of the articles have been created in a Western knowledge-

dominated system, teachings that I have collected from Elder and Knowledge holders that I have 

permission to share will be included in this paper. Further, when citing knowledge related to 

Indigenous ways of knowing, I will prioritize Indigenous scholars to uplift Indigenous voices and 

understandings in academia.  

SCOPING REVIEW 

Scope of Issue 
 
 Overall, 106 sources were collected from the selection. The selections covered a wide 

breadth of issues, some relating to land loss, land changes, language, cultural knowledge, 

Indigenous science, activism, oral history and the effects of settler colonialism. Throughout the 

sources' initial read-through, many articles were not relevant to the research questions, so they 

were deleted from the list. 

Throughout this scoping review, I was particularly interested in sources that discussed 

climate change and land changes in Indigenous territories or communities and cultural 

knowledge. After examining the coded material, I identified three main issues that arise for 

Indigenous communities when dealing with climate change. These issues include the continuing 

impacts of colonialism, adaptive capacity and the undermining of Indigenous knowledge 

systems.    
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 The first issue regarding adaption to climate change effects is the continuing effects of 

colonialism within North America. Many Indigenous communities have been unable to pass 

down their teachings and knowledge systems due to residential schools' assimilation efforts, 

Sixties Scoop, and communities' displacement (Indigenous Coporate Training Inc., 2020). Due to 

these assimilation efforts, crucial cultural knowledge about the land is often unable to be shared 

with younger generations of Indigenous peoples. The displacement of communities also affects 

the ability to pass down cultural knowledge of the land as Elder and Knowledge holders are no 

longer on the lands they knew. 

 The second issue that arose throughout the scoping review was the adaptive capacity of 

communities and nations to address climate change impacts. As is explained in the Inuit context, 

to remain resilient, communities require the knowledge, skills and resources, whatever those may 

be “…to cope with and adapt to immense, significant changes in the physical environment 

and…navigate rapid changes in cultural, political, and socioeconomic conditions successfully at 

the same time” (Macdonald & al., 2014:487). It is not uncommon for Indigenous communities 

and nations to lack funding and access to other resources to address these issues. Further, with 

socioeconomic changes within the last few centuries in Indigenous peoples' communities and 

nations, historical adaption methods such as migration have become difficult (Pearce et al., 

2015:234). So, the socioeconomic structure in place limits the historical ways of adapting to 

environmental changes and is also presenting a barrier for Indigenous communities to adapt to 

climate change using Western methods.  

 The last issue related to storytelling and climate change in Indigenous communities that 

arose in the review is the undermining of Indigenous knowledge systems. The specific type of 

knowledge system relevant to the knowledge of the land and environment is Traditional 
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Ecological Knowledge. Traditional Ecological Knowledge can be defined as “a cumulative body 

of knowledge, practice and belief, evolving by adaptive processes and handed down through 

generations by cultural transmission, about the relationship of living beings (including humans) 

with one another and their environment” (Berkes, 2012:7). Though Indigenous knowledge 

systems and especially Traditional Ecological Knowledge have an increasing role in sectors such 

as wildlife management, it can be argued that historically and even today, Indigenous knowledge 

systems are undermined in favour of Western science and knowledge systems. This is not to say 

that one system is more or less valid than another as both systems have strengths and 

weaknesses, but often in the context of climate science, Western knowledge systems are more 

highly valued (Caverly, 2012:131).  

 The issues of ongoing colonialism, lack of adaptive capacity in Indigenous communities 

and the undermining of Indigenous knowledge systems represent some of the problems related to 

coping and adapting to climate change impacts in Anishinaabe and other Indigenous nations and 

communities. Throughout the following section, considerations of how stories can support 

communities cope with and adapt to climate change impacts will be discussed.  

KEY THEMES 

Throughout the scoping review, themes that had arisen include the importance of 

relationships with all living things, cultural healing, and the resiliency of land and stories. 

Throughout this section, the themes will be introduced and following, the highlighted sources of 

the scoping review will be discussed. To see examples of the themes and keywords, see Table 1.  
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Table 1: Keyword and Theme Examples 

Keywords (with 
“Anishinaabe” 
and “Inuit”) 

Number 
of 
Sources*    

Relevant Themes Example  

Indigenous 
storytelling 

10 Healing 
• Climate 

Change 
Relationships 
Resilience 

• Memory 
• Anishinaabe 

Environmental 
Knowledge 

“The narratives provided by the indigenous 
conference participants add a needed human 
dimension to the scientific observations of 
climate change.” (Alexander et al., 2011:479).  

Indigenous 
Knowledge 

47 Healing, Resilience “After centuries of benefiting from the 
promotion of European colonialism and the 
denial of Indigenous Knowledge as a 
legitimate knowledge system, the Western 
academy is now becoming interested in 
certain aspects of Indigenous Knowledge, 
particularly those aspects that directly relate 
to the Western conceptualizations of ecology 
and environment.” (Simpson, 2004:373). 

Traditional 
Ecological 
Knowledge  

41 Healing, 
Relationships 

“[Anishinaabe Environmental Knowledge]” is 
thus not merely knowledge about 
relationships with Creation or the natural 
world; it is these relationships themselves. It 
is about being in the relationships with 
Creation; it is about realizing one’s vision and 
purpose and assuming responsibilities 
accordingly.” (McGregor, 2012:80) 

Climate Change  52 Resilience 
• Adaptive 

Capacity 

“One of the major difficulties in addressing 
human resiliency in relation to climate change 
is the uncertainty of how ecosystems that have 
undergone disturbance (e.g., wildland fires) 
will respond to changes in basic parameters 
(e.g., temperature, precipitation) so as to 
allow individuals and communities to thrive 
during and after these hardships and changes 
in their natural environment.” (Calverly, 
2012:132) 

Land Loss  4 Healing, Resilience “Global research has documented ecological 
grief related to: warming temperatures and 
resulting sea ice loss and environmental 
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alterations in Northern and Arctic regions 
(Clayton et al., 2017; Cunsolo Willox et al., 
2012; Cunsolo Willox, Harper, Edge, et al., 
2013a; Cunsolo Willox, Harper, Ford, et al., 
2013b; Durkalec, Furgal, Skinner, & Sheldon, 
2015; Minor et al., 2019); long-term drought 
and agricultural land loss in the Wheatbelt in 
Australia (Ellis & Albrecht, 2017); forest 
fires, and the resulting destruction of home 
and place, often leading to displacement in the 
Northwest Territories, Canada.” (Cunsolo-
Willox, 2020:32).  

Ecological Change 4 Resilience 
 

“Wilderness management must continue to be 
refined to more explicitly recognize the role 
of people in creating the pre–European 
American landscapes of North America, the 
value of local and traditional knowledge in 
understanding ecological change, and the 
fundamental importance of engaging both 
Western and traditional knowledge systems to 
ensure that sustainable approaches to 
management are employed” (Larson et al., 
2020:18).  

Climate Adaptation 1 Relationships, 
Resilience 

• Adaptive 
Capacity 

 

“Solutions to climate adaption in the report 
involve the continued renewal of the 
relationships, whether through education or 
stewardship practices, to mobilize community 
members to take action to address climate 
change.” (Whyte, 2017:158) 

Note. Some sources arose in multiple keyword searches. 
 
Relationships To All Beings 
 
 Throughout this section, the first theme that arose throughout the scoping review will be 

discussed. The importance of relationships with the land and nature was a prominent theme 

throughout many of the sources. How relationships with land and nature change due to climate 

change impacts will be discussed. As well, an Indigenous perspective to relationships with the 

land will be provided. Using this understanding, relationships will be explored within relation to 

stories, the hunting of caribou, how this relates to embodied knowledge and the connection to 

storytelling and climate change. 
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When considering the term “relationship”, many would consider a relationship to be 

between two humans. In an Indigenous way of knowing, relationships exist between all beings 

and things. “All my relations”, a phrase that is said often in ceremonies and prayers, is not only 

referring to family relatives but also the animals, plants, rocks, and other beings animate or 

inanimate. This phrase includes not only living beings, but also those in the spirit world and 

those who have passed (McGregor, 2012:78). 

Throughout the literature, a prevalent theme that arose was the relationship Indigenous 

folks have with their environment. From an Indigenous worldview as outlined by Cajete, a 

Pueblo man from New Mexico, “…all living and non-living entities of Nature have important 

inherent meanings within the context of human life” and of having “spirit” (1994). This 

worldview holds true for many other Indigenous folks around the world today. Another 

perspective of the relationships that Indigenous peoples have with the environment is from a 

Mi’kmaq perspective. They describe the relationality of the environment and humans as a “Great 

Web of Existence” (Bowers, 2010).                   

This type of relationship is seen in many Indigenous stories in which humans and nature 

are relatives. For example, there exists an Athabaskan story entitled “The Girl Who Married the 

Bear” in which a human marries a shape-shifting bear. In this story, a girl who disrespects a bear 

is then forced to marry the bear. The bear then joined the girl’s family and was considered a 

brother-in-law. Many who tell this story state that there was a time when it was very difficult to 

distinguish between animals and humans and it was possible to shape-shift between them 

(McClellan, 1970:6). Throughout this story and many others, the lives of animals and humans 

are intertwined and inseparable.  
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With this understanding, humans are a part of nature and are related to all beings, both 

animate and inanimate. There are many different understandings of nature and environment as 

related to human beings and often seen in the different ways of knowing among Indigenous 

peoples. Overall, the underlying theme between these understandings is that all of nature is 

related to us as humans.  

 When there is a natural disaster, whether it be pollution, flooding, or extinction, this loss 

is not taken lightly for many Indigenous peoples. For example, Inuit in the Nunatsiavut region, 

also known as Labrador, have been seeing a decrease in the caribou populations over the last few 

decades resulting in a hunting ban (Cunsolo-Willox, 2020). Many Inuit have not been able to 

partake in hunting activities related to caribou, which has had many implications for Nunatsiavut 

communities. They are unable to pass on this knowledge and teaching about caribou to younger 

generations. There is also a fear that since nobody has eaten caribou for so long, children will not 

enjoy it once they try it. One experience Inuit hunter describes this experience as: 

…when you’re eating caribou, it’s something that sustained our culture for generations 

[…] thousands of years. And, so, it has very important significance in our culture. […] In 

order to know where we’re going, we have to know where we come from. So, I think it’s 

important to keep that [caribou knowledge] alive. That connection, that spiritual 

connection with the caribou. (Cunsolo-Willox, 2020:41).  

Cunsolo-Willox has described this as “Ecological Grief”. This is the “…grief felt in 

relation to experienced or anticipated ecological losses, including the loss of species, ecosystems 

and meaningful landscapes due to acute or chronic environmental change” (Cunsolo & Ellis, 

2018:275). As a relation, the loss of species is a devastating, emotional loss and has implications 

for entire communities' overall health and well-being.  
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Embodied Knowledge and Anishinaabe Environmental Knowledge  
 
 As discussed in the section on Indigenous perceptions of land and climate change, 

embodied knowledge can be a way to describe how the land is known. From an Anishinaabe 

perspective, one source calls this knowledge Anishinaabe Environmental Knowledge or AEK 

(McGregor, 2012:77). McGregor notes that AEK is about relationships with all beings, as 

discussed often throughout the sources. More fundamentally, AEK sees the world through 

Anishinaabe eyes. Stories are what inform this way of seeing (2012:78). AEK requires 

responsibilities to upholding these relationships and ensuring respectful conduct throughout these 

relationships. This is a part of natural law. If the natural laws are not obeyed, the following will 

occur:  

If the Anishinabek do not honour and respect their promises, relations and 

environments, the eventual consequence is that these resources will disappear. When 

these resources are gone, no matter what they are, the people will no longer be able to 

sustain themselves because..., while the resources have an existence without us, we have 

no existence without them (Borrows, 2019:20). 

 Therefore from an Anishinaabe understanding, the consequences of not upholding the 

relationships and responsibilities are similar to the impacts of climate change that are currently 

being faced. Relationships are a fundamental aspect of Anishinaabe Environmental Knowledge 

and have a clear connection to both storytelling practices (as informing AEK) and climate 

change (resulting from not using AEK). Seen in Figure 7, Traditional Ecological Knowledge and 

AEK can be conceptualized as a web. To learn more about the relationships between stories, 

knowledge and all beings, see the Prezi on Anishinaabe Understandings of Nature and Climate 

Change.  
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Figure 8 TEK in an Indigenous knowledge web 

Seen throughout this section, relationships between humans, the land and other beings are 

fundamental to Indigenous understandings of stories and climate change. The sources outlined 

that there is no separation between humans and nature and that we are all connected in a web of 

existence. Not only are we connected but seen in Nunatsiavut communities, they deeply care for 

species that are integral to their cultures and sustenance. The loss of such keystone species can 

result in ecological grief, a form of grief that does not grieve a person but a way of life on the 

land. Finally, embodied knowledge in Anishinaabe ways of knowing or Anishinaabe Ecological 

Knowledge underlines the importance of relationships to stories and climate change impacts.  

Healing 
 
 The second broad theme that arose throughout the scoping review was healing. Different 

types and forms of healing will be discussed in this section. Throughout many sources, it is 

suggested that stories and land are essential for well-being and healing from colonial trauma and 

reconciliation. In line with this theme, throughout climate change discourse, there is a central 

idea that the land needs to be healed from the adverse effects of human activity.  
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Anishinaabe and Indigenous Understandings of Healing 
 

 

Figure 9: The Medicine Wheel (RMS Mentorship, n.d.) 

It is essential to understand how healing is understood within Anishinaabe and more 

broadly, Indigenous ways of knowing. In an Anishinaabe perspective, healing can occur 

physically, mentally (or intellectual), spiritually and emotionally. These types of being are   

represented within a medicine wheel, with each quadrant representing a type of being. 

Indigenous forms of healing are distinguished from Western forms of healing (Figure 2). Though 

Western healing is often used in conjunction with Indigenous healing, Indigenous healing forms 

are holistic processes rooted in Indigenous ways of knowing and being (Thomas et al., 2019:74). 

An example of Indigenous forms of healing is the use of sweat lodges. Based on my teachings 

and understandings from Anishinaabe Elders, sweat lodges help purify the body and the mind. 

Usually, an Elder will be present to talk to and create a safe space for the sweat lodge 

participants. The idea is that all of the participant’s troubles will leave their body and mind, and 

when leaving the lodge, they must not look back into the lodge as doing so would suggest that 

they do not want to leave their troubles behind. As seen here, Indigenous forms of healing 
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address the whole of the body, mind, spirit and emotion, significantly differing from common 

Western methods of healing.  

Stories for Healing from Historical Loss of Land  
 

As mentioned throughout this paper, storytelling is connected to land and place. Stories 

are the embodiment of lived observations throughout time on the land. As a result of the 

colonization and assimilation of Indigenous peoples by the settler state, many Indigenous 

peoples have lost massive amounts of land to steward. Some have been taken away from their 

original territories due to residential schools, the Sixties Scoop and the need to seek economic 

opportunities in urban areas (Corntassel et al., 2009). This loss has resulted in poor emotional 

health among Native Americans in the United States (Brissette et al. 2020:248). In Western 

stories, the story's expected start is “In a far off land…”. This is often not the case with 

Anishinaabe and other Indigenous stories. One can usually identify, know of and visit the land 

that is told of in these stories (Gross, 2014:160). As stories are heavily connected to the land, 

stories can be used to heal from historical land loss. Within the scoping review, a study found 

that historical loss within Anishinaabe communities was mitigated by a strong sense of identity 

and ethnic pride (Brissette et al., 2020:248). Also discussed in another selection, storytelling is 

seen as a truth-telling experience in light of land loss, supporting the resilience and the cultural 

resurgence of Indigenous communities (Corntassel et al., 2012). Stories are heavily situated in 

place and can support community and individual healing from land loss. Storytelling as a deeply 

descriptive art reflects the land in which the story is placed. As discussed in the last section, this 

is due to the embodied knowledge about the land. As described by Cajete in the context of 

storytelling, “they experienced nature as a part of themselves and themselves as a part of it. They 

understood themselves literally as born of the Earth of their Place” (1994:83). Seen here, stories 
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can connect people to land and land to people. Even if that place no longer physically exists, it 

exists in the oral art of stories. The selections in which these themes arose in specifically detail 

the experiences of land loss as a result of colonial impacts, perhaps these experiences may also 

apply to land loss in the context of climate change.  

Stories for healing the land  
 

Throughout the review of the material, it became evident that Indigenous knowledges 

will be vital in addressing climate change impacts. As suggested in the Prezi on storytelling, 

Indigenous storytelling is a teaching tool that can inform communities on how to become 

caretakers for the land. Before the introduction of Western science to this land, science and 

understandings of nature were already flourishing (Wall Kimmerer, 2012:56). Experiences of 

land stewardship were ingrained in the stories, song and language. Anishinaabe Elder Basil 

Johnston tells a story of how the Anishinaabe cultural hero, Nanabozho, who learned of a new 

way to fish that would increase the yield:  

Nanabozho was fishing in the lake for supper, as he often did, which hook 

and line. Heron came striding along through the reeds on his long, bent legs, his 

beak like a spear. Heron is a good fisherman and a sharing friend, so he told 

Nanabozho about a new way to fish that would make his life easier. Heron 

cautioned him to be careful not to take too many fish, but Nanabozho was already 

thinking of a feast. He went out early the next day and soon had a while basketful 

of fish, so heavy he could barely carry it and far more than he could eat. So he 

cleaned all those fish and set them out to dry in the racks outside his lodge. The 

next day, with his belly still full, he went back to the lake and did what Heron had 

showed him “Aah,” he thought as he carried home the fish, “I will have plenty to 
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eat this winter.” Day after day he stuffed himself and, as the lake grew empty, his 

drying racks grew full, sending out a delicious smell into the forest where Fox 

was licking his lips. Again, he went to the lake, so proud of himself. But that say 

his nets came up empty and Heron looked down on him as he flew over the lake 

with a critical eye. When Nanabozho got home to his lodge, he learned a key rule 

– never take more than you need. (Johnston, 2001 in Wall Kimmerer, 2013:179) 

 As described by Wall Kimmerer, the Indigenous stories that make up this way of life that 

cares for the land is known as the Honourable Harvest (2013:180). The fundamental principles of 

the Honourable Harvest are common among those whose lives are entangled with the land. As 

seen here, Indigenous ways of knowing through stories help conserve the land and can heal the 

land. 

Healing in the Context of Climate Change  
 

Indigenous narratives on climate change are minimally included in global climate change 

assessments (Alexander et al., 2011:483). It is suggested that the inclusion of Indigenous 

narratives in policy discussions on climate change would inform what it would mean for 

livelihoods and cultures (2011:483). At this time, along with climate change is the advancement 

of technologies. Many of the scoping review articles focus specifically on how digital 

storytelling can address climate-health relationships (Cunsolo-Willox et al., 2013; Harper et al., 

2012; Cueva et al., 2016; Hinzo & Clark, 2019 & Manuelito, 2015). As suggested by Harper et 

al., digital storytelling provides an opportunity to share personal narratives and experiences on 

perceived impacts of climate change on the physical, mental, emotional and spiritual health and 

socio-economics situations (Harper et al., 2012:96). In a research project in Rigolet, Nunatsiavut, 

digital storytelling processes in this community were used as a tool for social change, modifying 
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behaviour and enhancing community health through cultural preservation and promotion 

(2012:98). As seen in Rigolet, storytelling techniques is a way of speaking on important issues 

that communities face, while still keeping within Indigenous ways of knowing.  

There is a reason why digital storytelling techniques are popular for addressing climate 

change impacts in Indigenous communities. Digital storytelling provides a direct view of climate 

change within communities, especially for isolated communities. Digital storytelling is mutually 

beneficial for those creating the stories and for those who make decisions regarding climate 

change (Cunsolo-Willox et al., 2013). In the face of language and land loss, digital storytelling 

provides an opportunity for communities to preserve the critical stories, language and 

understandings of the world to pass on to their children and other Indigenous communities. For 

non-Indigenous people, digital storytelling serves as educational tools for government 

representatives and policy-makers. Personal and community stories can provide a sense of 

urgency to those who make decisions on climate and promote cross-community sharing on how 

to address climate impacts on a local scale using Indigenous ecological knowledges. Overall, the 

sharing of these stories is what will heal the land and communities in the face of climate change. 

Resiliency  
 
 The third broad theme that arose throughout the scoping review was memory and 

resiliency. Throughout the scoping review, it became apparent that stories were helpful in the 

context of climate change for a few reasons. First, stories are useful to remember events. Elders 

and knowledge holders made use of stories to remember the changes in the land, which was 

helpful in identifying unusual changes in the land. Secondly, stories were useful to help 

communities cope with these changes. For the younger generation, stories provided teachings 
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that could no longer be given in-person due to land loss, hunting bans and other incidents that 

excluded youth from participating in traditional activities.  

 Remembering the Land 
 

Since stories are heavily based on land and place, stories can accurately describe the 

land’s features, even one hundred years past. Throughout time, understandings and observations 

of the land have been collected within the stories that are told. The intergenerational passing of 

stories can provide a social memory of landscape (Fernandez-Llamarzares et al., 2017:4). The 

passing on of this knowledge is important in the context of global climate change for a few 

reasons. In order to observe climate change, one must understand the historical nature of the land 

to note which ecological changes that are unusual for the land (2017:4). If this knowledge is not 

passed, the ecological changes may go unnoticed and proper action will not be taken.  

Stories for Resiliency  
 
 As mentioned throughout this paper, stories are often used as teachings to help prepare 

learners with the tools needed to address issues that may arise in life. As suggested throughout 

the overview on storytelling, stories are the ideal way to teach life skills as they are adaptable to 

the changing conditions that one might find themselves in. Since time immemorial, Indigenous 

peoples have had to adapt to changes in the land and have had to experience hardships due to 

this. Throughout these hardships, Indigenous people have developed ways to endure and remain 

resilient. Noted by Caverley, the ability to remain resilient requires healing and responding to the 

challenges (2012:140). In order to remain resilient to hardships, as mentioned above, 

remembering is essential to understand that what happened in the past can happen in the future. 

The other side of this is looking towards the future and accepting what lies ahead. From an 
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Indigenous perspective, time is not always perceived as linear but rather as cyclical. What 

happened in the past can always happen in the future.  

RESULTS 

Within the previous section, the key themes that were presented had addressed some of the 

research questions posed at the beginning of this paper. Within this section, I discuss the research 

questions in relation to the key themes that were identified throughout the scoping review. As 

provided within the introduction, the research questions are as follows: 

1. What is the relationship between stories and the well-being of people and land?  

2.  What aspects of storytelling make it useful for coping with changes in the land? 

3.  Is storytelling an appropriate and accessible way to address the issue of climate change? 

Relationships between stories and well-being of people and land 
 

To start, the first research question that was identified was “What is the relationship 

between stories and the well-being of people and land?”. As seen throughout the first key theme 

which was focused on relationships with the land and nature, there is a strong link between 

humans and all other beings (Cajete, 1994: 22). The well-being of the land and people are 

connected so that when one is disturbed, the other is disturbed too. This effect of well-being on 

communities is seen in the example discussed earlier on Inuit caribou hunting in the Nunatsiavut 

(Cunsolo-Willox, 2020). The example here shows that the decrease in the population of the 

caribou also affects the well-being of Inuit communities. Seen in this example is an answer on 

how stories relate to the well-being of people as stories are used to connect youth with teachings 

on hunting caribou even when the practice is banned in their community (Cunsolo-Willox, 

2020).  
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The final aspect of this research question that was not addressed is how stories relate to 

the well-being of the land. As seen within the key theme of “Healing”, it was discussed how 

stories can heal the land through the sentiments of the “Honourable Harvest” (Wall-Kimmerer, 

2013:175). Stories can hold instructions on how to care for the land. As described by Wall-

Kimmerer, the Honourable Harvest is a part of a reciprocal relationship between the land and the 

beings (2013). In this understanding, if the land is taken care of by humans, the land will take 

care of humans. Therefore, with Anishinaabe understandings of well-being and land, there is a 

strong reciprocal relationship between the land, humans and stories that reinforce care for each 

other.  

How can storytelling help people cope/adapt to changes in the land? 
 
 The second question identified was “What aspects of storytelling make it useful for 

coping with changes in the land?”. This was heavily discussed throughout the key theme of 

resiliency and the key theme of healing. Some aspects of storytelling that can help people adapt 

to the land are the social memory embedded in it, the ability to change stories, and stories to cope 

with ecological grief. The social memory of landscape is embedded within stories. As mentioned 

throughout the key theme of resiliency, this social memory provides future generations with the 

knowledge to understand if ecological impacts are irregular (Fernandez-Llamarzares et al., 

2017:4). This historical context that is connected to the land allows for future generations to 

learn from previous one’s mistakes.  

 The second identified aspect of storytelling that can help people cope with and adapt to 

changes in the land is the flexible and changeable nature of oral stories. As seen in McClellan’s 

“The Girl Who Married the Bear,” which was introduced earlier in this paper, McClellan found 

that there were variations between the stories based on community, identity and personal life 
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experience (1970). For example, a woman telling the story who enjoyed children would add 

children into the story and emphasize the mother more than the male storytellers. Not only can 

stories change based on the storyteller’s identity, but stories may change based on the audience’s 

identities. For example, in a Cree community where an Elder was telling a story, the Elder 

adapted the story to an audience member with a beard (Darnell, 1989: 335). During the story, the 

Elder noticed that the audience member had a beard and proceeded to include a character in the 

story who had a beard. The Elder then provided a teaching on beards within the story that was 

being told (1989:335). Though this example is a minor example of how a story can be changed 

and adapted based on the current circumstances at play, it displays that changes in the story can 

benefit those listening. This also implies that stories can change the characters and other aspects 

of the story as well. 

In the previously discussed ethnography on climate change and storytelling in Point 

Hope, Alaska in an Iñupiat community, the sea level near their home had risen and destroyed the 

homes in which the community lived (Sakakibara, 2010). In this case, the community needed to 

move their homes into the tundra. In this community’s stories, the tundra was a place that was 

known to be home to ghosts and tricksters (2010:466). To cope with this change, the Elders and 

knowledge keepers adapted their stories to address this. Previously, Little People who are a part 

of many different Indigenous cultures’ stories, have lived in the tundra. Since the relocation, the 

Little People have moved to the community’s Old Town. Community members describe this 

change in their stories in the following way: “…spirit beings are now taking over the Old Town. 

The men gave me the impression that Old Town was a “Ghost Town” that had never been 

abandoned. As the villagers came to relocate their settlement in the 1970s, their drowning home 

was re-occupied by spirit beings who, in their eyes, seem to care for it in its absence” 
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(Sakaiabara, 2010:468). As seen in the example here, the community members were able to 

address the grief that came with losing their homes due to rising sea levels by making changes to 

their stories and also by telling stories that reminded members of the good times that they had in 

their previous homes (2010:473). To conclude, storytelling can help those experiencing climate 

change impacts through the social memory of landscape and its changeable nature to account for 

ecological changes in the land as well as process grief by remembering the land. 

Appropriateness of Storytelling to Address Climate Change Impacts 
 

The final question identified was whether the use of storytelling is an appropriate and 

accessible way to cope and adapt to the impacts of climate change. Based on the evidence 

gathered from the scoping reviews, storytelling in the Anishinaabe context seems to be an 

appropriate way to address the effects of climate change within Anishinaabe territories. Seen 

throughout all of the themes, memories and knowledge about ecological changes are gathered 

within stories to benefit future generations. This intimate relationship with the land is upheld by 

thousands of years of observation and experience with it. Past generations of Anishinaabe have 

experienced ecological changes in the land before and it is understood which changes typical and 

which changes are not. Stories are able to hold all of this knowledge in a way that is easily 

understood, passed on and can be changed based on the circumstances (Gross, 2014:157).  

Another aspect of storytelling that makes it an accessible and appropriate way to address 

climate change impacts is that stories can be shared in a digital form. As suggested throughout 

this paper, the introduction of technology and the widespread sharing of stories and experiences 

concerning climate change has been incredibly useful for many communities, policymakers and 

the general public. Storytelling in the form of digital media allows for fast communication 
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between communities that are considered remote. Therefore, important information regarding 

how to address ecological changes through a story can be widely shared.  

Finally, storytelling is not only an appropriate way to address climate change but can be a 

preferable way to address the impacts as this issue can be addressed in a holistic manner. 

Anishinaabe Ecological Knowledge (AEK) as discussed, is based on generations of knowledge 

and experience with the land that Anishinaabe live on today (McGregor, 2012:77). Indigenous 

knowledges and understandings of the world are based on relationships and reciprocity. When 

addressing issues such as climate change within Anishinaabe territory, it is unlikely that this 

change is an isolated incident that has no relation to other beings in the area. Ecological changes 

are likely to affect plants, animals and humans. These changes then enter into the web of 

relationality between all beings (Cajete, 1994:107). To conclude, storytelling the changes can 

help monitor and collect the “data” on the implications of ecological changes to affected beings.  

CONCLUSION 

 Throughout this scoping review, this Major Research Paper aimed to answer the following 

three research questions; 1) What is the relationship between stories and the well-being of people 

and land? 2) What aspects of storytelling make it useful for coping with changes in the land?; 

and 3) Is storytelling an appropriate and accessible way to address the issue of climate change? A 

visual piece on storytelling was provided in tangent with this paper to provide in-depth 

information on Anishinaabe and Anishinaabe storytelling practices.  

 The Prezi presentations provided a weaving of Indigenous and Western knowledge rooted 

in Two-Eyed Seeing. Two-Eyed Seeing was brought to these presentations through the use of a 

Medicine Wheel for the Prezi on Anishinaabe Storytelling and the use of a web to represent 

Indigenous understandings of nature. To ensure proper presentation of Anishinaabe 
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understandings of stories and nature, I asked an Anishinaabe Elder to look over the presentations 

for guidance on how to make these presentations representative of Anishinaabe knowledge. I 

also wanted to ensure that these Prezi presentations were accessible to non-academic audiences. 

To do this, I wrote the presentation in plain language and included references only at the end of 

the presentation. I also had an opportunity to test the accessibility of the Prezi based on stories 

for a grade 7 and 8 class who had a unit on Narratives and Storytelling. Considering the class 

was very engaged in the material and had questions beyond the scope of the presentation, I was 

assured that this presentation is accessible for a wide range of audiences.  

 My hope is that other students are aware of the ability and importance of approaching 

research in a way that is inclusive of different knowledge systems. For those working with 

Indigenous communities, I hope that this research paper can be an example of one way to convey 

this creation of knowledge in a way that is conducive and accessible to those they work with.  

 Following, the methods were then discussed. This research used a scoping review 

methodology to assess the issue of climate change and the current uses of Indigenous knowledge, 

particularly storytelling, in response to this issue. Some limitations to this method were 

identified. Using Sucharew and Macaluso’s methodological framework for a scoping review, 

literature relating to the identified issue was collected and coded using Nvivo12 (2019).  

 The scope of climate change impacts in Anishinaabe and other similar Indigenous 

communities was discussed. It was found that the ongoing effects of colonialism, the lack of 

adaptive capacity in many Indigenous communities and the undermining of Indigenous 

knowledge systems were significant components as to why Indigenous communities have had 

difficulties adapting to climate impacts. The ongoing effects of colonialism and assimilation 

have resulted in Indigenous communities being unable to pass down knowledge that would aid 
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current generations to cope with and address the impacts of climate change (Sanilands, 2015:3). 

Adaptive capacity in Indigenous communities has been hindered due to a lack of mainly 

financial supports to ensure communities are prepared to address arising issues related to climate 

change. The undermining of Indigenous knowledge systems has been detrimental for Indigenous 

communities to address the problems through the use of Indigenous methods. Overall, the issues 

that arise in Indigenous communities when it comes to adapting and coping to climate change 

impacts are well-defined. 

 Throughout the scoping review, the three key themes that arose on how storytelling can 

address climate change impacts include the strengthened relationships with land and nature, the 

ability storytelling has for healing people and land and finally, how storytelling promotes 

resiliency of the land and people.  

 The first key theme of relationships referred to the relationships people have to the land 

and the all-encompassing relationship land has to all aspects of being. Many of the scoping 

review sources suggested that humans are not separate from the lands or waters and any impacts 

to the land can affect the emotional, physical, spiritual and mental health of those who are 

affected. Relationships are also the backbone of Anishinaabe Ecological Knowledge and the 

relationships to the land and waters must be treasured and respected to live well on the land. 

 The second key theme that arose throughout the scoping review was healing. Healing from 

an Indigenous perspective is holistic and encompasses all parts of being, including the mental, 

physical, emotional, and spiritual aspects. Throughout the review, it has been noted that stories 

are helpful for humans to heal from colonial trauma and, in particular, land loss. Using the 

techniques to heal from the colonial loss of land can also be applied to land loss from climate 

change. Finally, healing is also needed for the land. Indigenous stories of how to have respectful 
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relationships with the land, such as the “Honourable Harvest,” can educate everyone on how to 

heal the land.  

 The final key theme that arose was resiliency and memory. Memory is an understated but 

critical idea in the processes of storytelling. Indigenous stories often recall actual historical 

events to help understand the present. The intergenerational sharing of stories of the land can 

provide a social memory of the landscape to understand what changes in the land are usual and 

unusual, which is essential within this era of global climate change. Stories contribute to 

resiliency within Indigenous communities facing climate change impacts by requiring a 

reflection on the past and seeing how it may inform the present and the future. 

 Throughout the results, the relationship between well-being, people and the land has been 

identified as being heavily connected through the existing web of relationships between all living 

things. The well-being of the land contributes to the well-being of people and stories created by 

people contribute to the well-being of the land. The relationships that exist here are relationships 

of reciprocity. Storytelling itself can help Anishinaabe communities cope with and adapt to the 

impacts of climate change due to the social memory of landscape to inform decision-making in 

the face of ecological changes and the changeable nature of stories to account for the changing 

landscape. Storytelling is also an appropriate way to cope with and adapt to climate change 

impacts due to the thousands of years of observation about appropriate ecological changes and 

the accessibility of this knowledge system for rural and remote communities due to digital 

storytelling.  

Further Considerations  
 
 There are many future opportunities for this research. It is my hope that in the future, 

more students and academics will explore alternative ways to present their Major Research 
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Papers and theses that are accessible and inclusive of different knowledge systems. Similar to 

Anishinaabe storytelling, I hope that those of all ages and abilities can gain something from this 

research. 

As this is a scoping review, there has been minimal input from Elders and knowledge 

keepers. For this research to be relevant to Anishinaabe communities, stories and knowledge 

from those that live on the land need to be incorporated into this work. Future work would 

include fieldwork, interviews, conversations, and strengthened relationships with Elders and 

knowledge keepers to achieve this.  

 Within this scoping review, there is a significant emphasis on land. The term land often 

refers to terrestrial land and excludes marine environments. In marine environments, climate 

change impacts still occur and are essential to study through Indigenous ways of knowing. As 

seen in Inuit Tapiriit Kanatami’s climate strategy priorities, there are severe risks for their marine 

environments in the context of climate change (2016:49). Such risks include economic activity, 

marine biodiversity loss and bioaccumulation of methylmercury in fish.  

A greater focus on marine environments, especially in Southern communities, would be a 

holistic way to address climate change impacts further. In the Anishinaabe worldview, land and 

water are not disconnected. Water is understood as the blood of the earth’s veins and is sacred to 

all life. Water is also the responsibility of women as keepers of the water (Kozich et al., 2018). 

Further research into the use of storytelling to cope with climate impacts related to water may 

result in research that is useful for Indigenous women who care for the water.  

 A final note on this research's future direction is the inclusion of southern and urban 

communities within this research. The literature within this scoping review heavily focussed on 

rural and remote Indigenous community’s experiences with climate change. Within this paper, it 
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has been noted that those whose lives heavily rely on the land are at risk of being affected by 

changes in the land due to climate change. Throughout the selections collected in the scoping 

review, minimally discussed is how urban Indigenous lives are affected (if at all) by the impacts 

of climate change. Often the only reference to urban Indigenous folks in the context of climate 

change is due to displacement (Ferris, 2013:3). Though urban Indigenous populations may not 

rely on the land as heavily as rural or remote populations, it is still essential to consider the 

implications of ecological changes to emotional, physical, spiritual and mental health.  

Final Remarks 
 
 This scoping review on the use of storytelling for coping with climate change impacts in 

an Anishinaabe context would not have been possible without the Elders, Knowledge Holders 

and Indigenous scholars who made their work publicly available, Chi Miigwetch (Thanks a lot). 

It also would not have been possible without the Anishinaabe, Inuit and Mohawk Elders, 

Knowledge Holders and family in my life. They have gifted me the knowledge needed to 

understand the world of storytelling and to know the land. Nakurmiik and Niá:wen (Thank you).   
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